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For the Past 3 years, DaCCA program which is being supported by SustainableEnergy (SE), Denmark through
DANIDA funds, has been empowering the vulnerable communities with relevant skills which has been helping
them push for devolution and natural resources governance in Kisumu and Homabay counties. . The program
is based on a Theory of Change (ToC), which seeks to have an increasingly qualified CSO sector that works
closely with the most vulnerable groups (right-holders) and duty-bearers on climate change adaptation
interventions.
The program is hugely advocacy in nature and takes advantage of the possibilities appearing in the new
constitution (2010) introducing devolved governance at both political and administrative levels. Besides, it is
also being implemented within the realms of the Climate Change Act of 2016, which provides a good
opportunity for county governments to engage and develop their own Climate Change Policies which will in
turn increase the Climate Change Investments in the 2 counties. The Act establishes a Climate Change Fund
that will be sourced from the Consolidated Fund (national budget), donations, endowments, grants and gifts
and specifically designated for the Fund; and such sums of money as may be raised by the Council for the
execution of the programs and projects of the Council.
The program is currently being implemented in a consortium constituting 4 organizations i.e. SusWatch Kenya,
Umande Trust, CREPP and OSIENALA, with SusWatch Kenya hosting the secretariat. Senior members of the
partner organizations make up the Program Coordinating Committee (PCC) who are responsible for the
establishment of strong linkages to existing CSO platforms working with the devolution agenda in Kisumu
and Homa Bay counties, as well as ensure coherency, synergy and linkages to the local government officials,
and likeminded programs and networks.
The immediate objective of DaCCA program is: Vulnerable populations in Kisumu and Homa Bay counties at
risk of natural hazards caused by climate change are increasingly supported by policies and programs
sponsored through the devolution funds.
Achievement of DaCCA results has been relying on a combination of external input in the form of local and
international expertise, capacity building and through identification and up-scaling of good practices and
internal change, through change in behavior, practices and relationships, using the Theory of Change in
achieving its vision.
Most of the activities that have been shaping the advocacy activities of the DaCCA program, have been
capacity building of Community groups on Legislative procedures, Policy Formulations, Advocacy, Devolution
and Good Governance, Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation, and creation of awareness on the civic
responsibilities of the Kenyan citizens as enshrined in the Kenyan Constitution for the program’s targeted
communities.
The program has been mapping out Communities best practices on climate change adaptation for up-scaling
and replication. Besides, as the program strives to have Community groups benefitting from Devolved Funds,
Development of Climate Change Policies in both countries have been on the upstream
Thus, the DaCCA newsletter is a publication of project interventions by the programme’s partners in Kisumu
and Homabay counties. This will be a quarterly publication that highlights climate change best practices for
replication and highlights advocacy attempts by the partner Civil Society Organizations.
This maiden issue is laden with articles on the benefits of sustainable dryland farming, the life straw
technology of water purification that has improved the lives of the residents of Chuowe beach in Homabay
county and highlights on the various engagements on Civil Society Advocacy at the 23rd UNFCCC
Conference of Parties (CoP) in Bonn, Germany.
It’s our hope that this Newsletter will be informative to you.
From The Editors Desk and On Behalf of the DaCCA program
Nobert Nyandire
DaCCA Program Coordinator
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Renewable Energy

PROMOTING CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION INITIATIVES IN WESTERN KENYA
By: Godfrey Ogonda and Anne Okello

OSIENALA (Friends of Lake Victoria) is one of the partners implementing the Devolution and Climate Change
Adaptation (DaCCA) Programme within western Kenya. OSIENALA is a non- profit organization which was
established in 1993 with the main aim of improving the environmental condition of Lake Victoria and its surrounding
through active participation of experts and local communities in the process of seeking solutions to various problems.
The organization based in Dunga beach in Kisumu addresses socio-economic issues which, together with
environmental issues, would ensure that the communities become effective custodians of the environment. Their main
mission is to empower the communities to actively participate in the sustainable management of the resources in
order to reduce poverty in the region. One of the approaches the organization utilizes is promoting the
implementation of several livelihood activities which generate income and improve human health and the environment.
OSIENALA (Friends of Lake Victoria) under the DaCCA programme has promoted the installation of locally produced
energy efficient stoves, commonly known as Upesi cook stoves in Wawidhi and Central Karachuonyo wards of
Homabay County. The energy efficient stoves have a cleaner burning process and thus decrease indoor air pollution
and associated acute respiratory infections in women and children. Moreover, the stoves have contributed towards
the decrease in unsustainable harvesting of wood for fuel production and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Lastly the
stoves have created an additional source of income for the women involved in their production.
Since the start of the DaCCA
programme in September
2016, 340 energy saving
stoves have been installed in
both Wawidhi and Central
Karachuonyo. At the same
time a total of 9 community
based groups comprising of
about 200 members have
been capacity built to produce
and install the energy efficient
stoves. The community
members are involved in
Left: A husband and wife installing an energy
efficient stove

Right: An installed energy efficient stove

advocating for the

adoption of energy saving stoves and are generating extra income out of production and installation of the energy
efficient stoves.
Village transformation through Solar Lighting
Over 90% of Kenyan rural households still rely on kerosene lamps for lighting and the situation was no different in
Wawidhi and Central Karachuonyo Wards. Under the initiative of OSIENALA (Friends of Lake Victoria) under the
DaCCA programme, several community members have been sensitized on the importance of using solar energy for
lighting their homes.
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This has come with health benefits
like reduction of respiratory
diseases and increase of income at
house hold level caused by the local
kerosene tin lamp, known as
‘Koroboi’. Through an MOU signed
between DaCCA programme and
D-Light Kenya Ltd, the project
subsidizes the activation and
installation fee paid by the
community members who acquire
the product through a mobilephone based credit scheme
commonly known as pay-as-you-go
(PAYG) system.

This modern, efficient energy solution
includes a solar panel, mobile-charging
battery pack, two solar lights, two
light switches, and a portable lantern.
As of June 2017, a total of 157
households in both Wawidhi and
Central Karachuonyo Wards had
been installed with the solar home
systems. Through this activity, 25
women and 8 men have started the
business of charging phones and
earning income while 5 men and 3
women are now D-light agents within
the community groups.
The D.Light Solar Home system

FROM COSALOS to DaCCA SACCO
It’s very difficult for women to get credit from banks to
start businesses and most banks limit the financing to the
security available or to monthly salary from the employed.
As a way of empowering mainly women and youth,
OSIENALA through DaCCA programme have trained
community members on the importance of savings by
strengthening the saving culture amongst the community
groups. Table banking or the Community Savings and Loan
schemes (COSALOS) have been promoted by the project
as source of loans which are easily available and approved
.

in the shortest time possible.

The COSALOS and non-formal groupings that cannot request for devolved fund such as the CDF and LA. The
project has therefore organized the COSALOS to come together under the umbrella of the DaCCA programme
to form a DaCCA SACCO Ltd. The SACCO will not only facilitate access to affordable loans for both the
individual members and the member groups (COSALOs) for socioeconomic development but will also enhance
marketing and value addition of produce from small scale farmers and traders. The SACCO will also write proposal
to access the devolved fund from the County and National Governments.

Tree Nurseries as income generating activity
OSIENALA through DaCCA programme have also trained communities on other income generating activities
(IGAs) and mainly on tree nursery management. The benefits from working with the nursery group are not just
through tree planting but also through the money earned from the sale of seedlings. The groups have started
merry-go-rounds (table banking) where they come together to contribute money at regular intervals, lend it
amongst themselves and repay it with interest. It has helped the women pay school fees, feed their families and
more. Through this initiative, the community members have also been trained on value addition more so on how
to process crisp from cassava as well as to cake baking and “Mandazis” from flour made from cassava.
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Climate Smart Agriculture

DaCCA PROGRAMME BENEFICIARIES REAP HUGE REWARDS FROM SUSTAINABLE
DRYLAND FARMING
By CREPP team

38 year old Rose Obiero is a primary school
dropout who initially depended on maize
farming to fend for her 8 member family.
Unfortunately, the crop was prone to diseases
that affected its maturity. Her farming was also
affected by unreliable rainfall that is attributed
to climatic change which has thrown off the
predictability of the rainfall patterns in the Lake
Victoria Basin. In a move to mitigate her losses,
she ventured into cassava cultivation, which is a
common dryland crop.
Madam Rose’s move to cassava cultivation was
sponsored by the Community Rehabilitation and
Environmental Protection Programme (CREPP)
Mr. Obiero (Rose’s husband) with some of his children holding a fresh
batch of harvested cassava

project that focuses on promotion of sustainable dryland farming as a means of climate change adaptation under the
Devolution and Climate Change Adaptation in Western Kenya Programme (DaCCA). The project selects and
trains groups on the cultivation of an improved variety of cassava for sustainable livelihoods.
After the training on sustainable dry land farming, Rose sort for funds from her group’s saving and loaning scheme
and bought an improved variety of cassava seeds to cultivate and sell. Rose knew this was her only shot at her being
able to afford her family’s needs and achieve self-reliance.
This new venture has indirectly contributed to the conservation of the environment as her husband who was a
sand harvester has abandoned the practice and is now engaging in the farming of cassava with his wife. Cassava
farming has totally transformed their lives as Rose no longer relies on her husband for money like she used to
because the family is able to produce the crop on and off season for market.
The pair also has well-defined roles for seamless management, as they run their agri- business venture. The couple
is flourishing in their sustainable dryland farming business, so much so, that they are looking to invest in dairy goat
keeping from their savings in the Community Savings and Loaning scheme (COSALO).
“When knowledge is imparted in one’s life it, it can transform you and make your life worth living,” says Rose.
Currently, her husband is advocating for a ban on sand harvesting in Wanchieng ward and urging the youth to
engage in rehabilitating the degraded land through planting of high value crops on the degraded land as a mitigation
measure to climate change.
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Proper crop farming techniques increases yields
The narrative is
the same with
Meresa Alaro, a
beneficiary of
the CREPP
trainings on
sustainable
dryland farming.
Prior to being
engaged with
CREPP through
her Women
group, Meresa
was an ardent
maize and beans
farmer but lack
of knowledge
on proper
farming
techniques
resulted in poor
yields for this
mother of 4.

Since going
through the
trainings,
Meresa bears
testimonies to
other farmers
of how these
have taken her
to a higher
level of
understanding.
She confesses,
‘’I am no longer
the same, my
life has totally
changed. I have
realized that
the destiny of a
person lies
within one’s
change of
attitude,
Meresa at her farm harvesting tomatoes which she sells to her farm’s gate customers

perception and personal commitment. My song has changed!” She says she now understands the importance of
diversification of agricultural enterprises.
Currently, Meresa’s farm is the ideal picture of success with a variety of food. Her farm is laden with onions,
tomatoes maize, butternuts, vegetables and sweet potatoes. She also keeps local poultry and goats. The fertility of
her farm has greatly improved through the application of animal and compost heap manure prepared using locally
available materials. This has greatly contributed to the flourishing of her crops. She says her income is now
guaranteed for the whole year and she no longer worries where to get the money for household expenses.
Meresa sells her produce competitively at her farm’s gate and does not have to go to the market. This saves her the
cost of transport and levies incurred at the market. In a day, the minimum amount she makes from the sale of onions
and tomatoes is Ksh300. She uses part of her proceeds to cater to her family’s needs and invests the difference in
her women group’s savings and loaning scheme.
The success of her farming venture has given her the hope of purchasing a dairy cow and a water pump for irrigation
in the future. She feels this will enhance her trade and will enable her to fully meet her family’s needs.
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Water, Sanitation and Hygiene

BUILDING CAPACITY TO IMPLEMENT COMMUNITY BASED WATER PURIFYING
SYSTEMS TO PROMOTE ACCESS TO CLEAN AND SAFE WATER
By William Misati and William Sande

The life straw system

This initiative has managed to attract the participation
of men, women and the youth due to the fact that
there is an urgent need for clean and safe water for
consumption and domestic use. However, the
community requires capacity building on the most
effective water purifier technologies and also need
readily available finances to purchase them..

Umande Trust has been working with community
groups residing on the beaches of Chuowe and Obaria
in a project that seeks to scale the heights in water
safety, accessibility and security in Homa Bay County.
Nyandho Youth Group in Chuowe Beach is one of the
groups the organization has been working with, with
the aim of reducing the negative impacts associated
with drinking polluted water from Sondu-Miriu River
due to activities upstream that contaminate the water.

The number one challenge with these most effective
water purifiers is the high price of acquiring them.
Therefore the youth groups institutional and
governance structures is trying to ensure that
beneficiaries effectively contribute either in cash
towards these initiatives in their areas in order to
ensure sustainability when there is no external support.

The youth group does this through working with
private partners, piloting innovative micro-communitybased initiatives and demonstrating community-based
solutions to access clean and safe water for
consumption.

The Success of the project

Through this initiative, the group is able to relay
warning messages promptly to communities on
dangers and risks associated with the river water in its
current state. They also demonstrate how to use
water purifiers and most of the community members
have adopted the technique.
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Implementation fully involved community-based
structures such as Beach Management Unit (BMU’s) and
the entire community
Critical support materials and information are readily
available and easily accessible by all vulnerable groups
Community demonstrated ownership of the initiative
Awareness targeted entire communities facing water
hazards

Climate Change Fora

COP 23: CIVIL SOCIETY INSIGHTS
By Velma Oseko and Trizer Omugar

The 23rd Conference of the Parties (COP 23) of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) took place in
Bonn, Germany from 6th to 17th November, 2017 and was presided over
by the Fijian Presidency. This presidency by the Fijian government- a small
Island developing state- highlighted the vulnerability of small island states
already facing an existential threat from climate change. Emphasis of the
Conference was therefore on importance of discussing the vulnerability of
small island states and the resulting loss and damage.
The Conference included the 13th session of the Conference of the Parties serving as the Meeting of the Parties
to the Kyoto Protocol (CMP 13) and the 47th sessions of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological
Advice (SBSTA 47) and the Subsidiary Body for Implementation (SBI 47). It also included the fourth part of the
first session of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Paris Agreement (APA 1-4) and the second part of the first
session of the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Paris Agreement (CMA 12). The APA addressed, inter alia, mitigation under Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs), adaptation
communications, the transparency framework under the Paris Agreement and matters relating to the global
stocktake (GST). The CMA considered organizational matters and matters relating to the implementation of the
Paris Agreement and included a high-level segment.
In relation to the Paris Agreement, the SBI discussed: common timeframes for NDCs; development of
modalities and procedures for the operation and use of a public registry; the annual technical progress report of
the Paris Committee on Capacity-building (PCCB); and ways of enhancing the implementation of training, public
awareness, public participation and public access to information so as to enhance actions under the Paris
Agreement. In addition to the negotiation proceedings, the Conference provided a platform for the hosting of
side events and exhibits by admitted observer organizations and UN agencies. These were meant for knowledge
sharing, capacity building, networking and exploring actionable options for meeting the climate challenge.
Key activities, agreements and achievements of COP 23
SusWatch Kenya/INFORSE/INSEDA Side Event
A side event that proposed stronger NDCs, LEDS & Paris Rulebook for poverty reduction and local village
development was organized by SusWatch Kenya, its East African partners and its partners from the North
(INFORSE) and South Asia. In the discussion, the partners affirmed the importance of incorporating local low
emission solutions in the NDC and LEDS that will increase energy access, improve livelihoods and reduce
poverty. The speakers’ showcased village based solutions from South Asia and East Africa, how NDCs & LEDS
can promote these solutions and how a good Paris Rulebook can facilitate this. The event culminated into a
panel discussion that attracted civil societies and party delegates who discussed local solutions that mitigate
climate change, support sustainable development, and reduce poverty using the guidance of the upcoming Paris
Rulebook.
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SusWatch, INSEDA and INFORSE team after their side event at COP 23

Adaptation Fund
The adaptation component has not received much funding as compared to the mitigation component. Funding for
adaptation is crucial for communities in developing countries to help improve their resilience to the effects of climate
change. It was therefore a welcome announcement that the Adaptation Fund was replenished with a total of US
$93.3 million, exceeding this year’s funding target by US $13 million. Party States to the Paris Agreement also
ensured that going forward; the Adaptation Fund will serve their NDCs implementation.
Agriculture Agreement
For the first time in the history of COPs, a historic agreement on agriculture was approved to help countries
develop and implement new strategies for adaptation and mitigation within the sector. Focus on agriculture will help
reduce emissions as well as build resilience to the effects of climate change.
Move to zero non-renewable energy options
For decades, headlines have been screaming ‘zero HIV/AIDS infection, zero hunger, zero illiteracy’ among other
issues. The earth is currently chocking as a result of unsustainable exploitation of resources, especially fossil fuels.
The side events on Energy emphasized that it is about time that harnessing renewable energy is given the attention
that is so deserves.
The African continent receives abundant sunshine yet it is still referred to as a dark continent. Therefore, building
sustainable energy solutions in Africa is an opportunity not only to fulfill the ambition of the Paris Agreement, but
also to alleviate poverty and strengthen economies.
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Launch of InsuResilience Global Partnership to enhance financial protection against climate risks
The InsuResilience Global Partnership for Climate and Disaster Risk Finance and Insurance Solutions which was
launched on 14th Nov, 2017 brings together G20 countries in partnership with the V20 nations (a group of 49 of
the most vulnerable countries). The fund aims to provide affordable insurance and other financial protection to
millions of vulnerable people around the world.
The German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) contributed 125 million US
Dollars to the launch. This contribution follows a £30 million (US $39 million) commitment that was made by
the Government of the United Kingdom in July.
Local Communities and Indigenous Peoples Platform
Tackling climate change requires concerted efforts from all quarters. Indigenous people are the bearers of
indigenous knowledge of solving local solutions such as weather forecasting and adaptation mechanisms. This
platform was therefore created to give a greater voice to indigenous people in the climate negotiations and
allow them to share their traditional knowledge and best practices on reducing emissions, adapting to climate
change and building resilience.
Talanoa Dialogue: Talanoa is a Fijian term for consultative dialogue. After extensive consultations, the COP23
Presidency announced an inclusive and participatory process that allows countries and non-state actors, to share
stories and showcase best practices in climate change adaptation, mitigation and policy advocacy. The dialogue
sessions also assisted countries to share their NDC experiences, ambitions and the pre-2020 agenda. Ultimately,
this will enable countries to collectively move closer to the more ambitious Paris Agreement goal of keeping the
rise in global temperature to 1.5 degrees Celsius.
First Open Dialogue between Governments and Non-State Actors: In the spirit of Talanoa, the Fijian
COP23 Presidency presided over the first ever Open Dialogue between governments and non-state actors
within the formal climate negotiations. The dialogue dwelt on the importance of synergy in designing and
implementing more ambitious NDCs.
Syria eventually signed the Paris Agreement leaving the USA as the only Party State out of the
Agreement. COP23 made significant progress towards a clear and more comprehensive implementation
guidelines for the Paris Agreement, which will make the agreement operational. Hopefully, the implementation
guideline will be finalized next year at COP24 in Poland.
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PICTORIAL

Pic 1: SusWatch
Kenya/INFORSE/INSEDA side event

Pic 2: SusWatch
Kenya/TaTEDO/ SE and
INFORSE members at the
INFORSE stand at COP 23

Pic 3: SusWatch Kenya representative
with colleagues after a WWF panel
discussion at the COP 23
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Follow us on the web:
Website: daccaprogramme.org
Facebook: Dacca Programme

